Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions enable organizations to rapidly recover from cyber attacks and modernize data protection in the multi-cloud world.

- Dell Technologies helps organizations and individuals build their digital future.
- Dell Technologies innovation engine delivers proven and trusted protection and recovery solutions.
- Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions deliver the performance and capacity needed to ensure that critical workloads and data stay protected.
- Dell Technologies modern data protection solutions for traditional and cloud-native workloads.

Survey of 5,000 global IT decision makers

- 99% of organizations are currently deploying or planning to deploy cloud-native workloads.
- 69% of organizations are currently deploying or planning to deploy AI/machine learning.
- 55% of organizations are currently deploying or planning to deploy containers.
- 52% of organizations are currently deploying or planning to deploy BI/Analytics.
- 36% of organizations are currently deploying or planning to deploy CRM.
- 32% of organizations are currently deploying or planning to upgrade their data protection solutions for mission-critical workloads like ERP, office productivity apps, business intelligence systems and CRM into both public and private clouds.

Survey of 1,000 global IT decision makers

- 11% of organizations are currently using a single data protection vendor.
- 41% of organizations are currently using two data protection vendors.
- 21% of organizations are currently using three data protection vendors.
- 27% of organizations are currently using four or more data protection vendors.

Secure Multi-Cloud Data Assets

Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions enable organizations to rapidly recover from cyber attacks and modernize data protection in the multi-cloud world.

Simplified Cloud Data Protection

Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions simplify protection and recovery of critical workloads and data across multi-cloud environments.

Future-Proof Multi-Cloud Data Protection

Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions deliver the performance and capacity needed to ensure that critical workloads and data stay protected.

Cloud-native workloads

Dell Technologies modern data protection solutions for traditional and cloud-native workloads.

In addition to increased data volumes and complexity, organizations using multiple data protection vendors are around 1.4x more likely to struggle with data protection.

- 38% higher downtime related costs
- 3.5x higher data loss costs
- 3.5x higher data loss costs

However, there are significant benefits to the multi-cloud approach.
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